INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
The Hankel integral transformation, defined by where, as usual, J M denotes the Bessel function of the first kind and order n, was studied on distribution spaces by A. H. Zemanian [14] , [15] . Given p, € R, this author [15, Chapter 5] [6] . In this paper we complete our investigation about multipliers (Sections 2, 5) and Hankel convolution operators (Section 4) of the spaces H u (p e Z). As a consequence, the space f of multipliers, respectively G' of Hankel convolution operators, of both H u and H' u are expressed as projective-inductive limits of Hilbert spaces. We also examine the joint continuity of the product, respectively the Hankel convolution, from f x H' u , respectively f' u x H' u , into H' u (Section 6). In Section 3 we deal with some auxiliary machinery, mainly the behavior of the Hankel translation operator on H u (p e Z). Our work is motivated by the study developed in [7] , [8] , [9] and [11] for the Fourier transformation. Throughout this paper u will represent a real number not less than -1/2. Also, the letter C will always stand for a positive constant (not necessarily the same in each occurrence). Let p, q e N. In [6] , the authors introduced the space f p,q of multipliers from H u into H u , that is, of all those functions 0:I -> C such that 0 p e H u for each p e H u and the mapping p -> 0p is continuous. Of course, f p,q acts as a space of multipliers from H -q into H -p by transposition. The main properties of f p,q were also investigated in [6] . In particular, this space was shown to be Banach under the norm
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